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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features rising tensions between China and the US
over Taiwan, plans for reduced interference by SpaceX’s Starlink, an AI tool that

discovers alternative physics variables, India’s first auction of 5G spectrum, a Chinese
rocket that fell back to Earth, retrofitted train cars that capture and store carbon dioxide,
a cost-effective method for 3D printing large parts, an accident involving a self-driving
truck, North Koreans plagiarizing online resumes to get remote work at cryptocurrency

firms, and a US federal program to boost domestic chipmaking capabilities.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS
→ Multiple government agencies in Taiwan experienced cyber attacks before and after
US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s visit. Before her arrival, two government websites suffered
outages that were likely caused by Chinese activist hackers rather than the Chinese
government, according to cybersecurity research organization, SANS Technology Institute. The
presidential office's website was targeted by a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack on
Tuesday and was briefly down, according to a statement from the office. access to the website
was restored within about 20 minutes of the attack. A spokesperson later added that Taiwanese
government agencies were monitoring the situation in the face of "information warfare."
Additionally, a government portal website and Taiwan's foreign ministry website were also
temporarily unavailable. In a statement, the foreign ministry said both websites had been hit with
up to 8.5M traffic requests a minute from a "large number of IPs from China, Russia and other
places.” "These are uncoordinated, random, moral-less attacks against websites that Chinese
hacktivists use to get their message across," said Johannes Ullrich, Dean of Research at the
SANS. Hundreds of thousands of IP addresses associated with devices registered in Chinese
commercial internet space were responsible for the disruptive digital campaign, according to
Ullrich. A similar cohort of Chinese IP addresses had been scanning the internet for low level,
easily exploitable vulnerabilities since last week, and did not match the usual activity carried out
by Chinese government hackers, he added. After her departure, a third government agency -
the Ministry of Defense said it suffered cyber attacks on Thursday August 3. Reuters1, Reuters
2

Analyst Comment: Many were surprised by China’s quiet response to Nancy Pelosi’s
visit to Taiwan. In addition to a few small cyber events, China conducted live fire military
drills surrounding the island - in Taiwan’s territorial waters in some cases - during her
visit where they also fired multiple missiles. We observed reporting leading up to her visit
that Taiwan was preparing for mass casualties. LookingGlass analysts assess China
was waiting for her departure to conduct any activities. It is also possible Xi - the
long-game strategic thinker that he is - has internal reasons to hold off on a full-scale
invasion of Taiwan. We expect Taiwan to remain on high alert in the coming days and
weeks. We also cannot rule out that some cyber activities or preparations could be
taking place but remain undetected at the time of this report.

→ UK military personnel and defense contractors have been told to delete their security
clearance from LinkedIn over spying fears, following warnings about the growing
espionage threat posed by China. UK media was able to view the LinkedIn profiles of a
number of individuals with current security clearance up to Top Secret. In some cases recruiters
appear to have contacted those with the credentials, advertising lucrative private sector jobs
requiring a clearance. The Ministry of Defense said no specific incident led to last week’s
warning about posting security vetting levels on LinkedIn (which we reported in last week’s
Monitor). #DIG #Cybersecurity #GBR #CHN Telegraph
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→ An indictment was unsealed last week  in Tampa, Florida, charging a Russian national,
working on behalf of the Russian government and in conjunction with the Russian
Federal Security Service (FSB), with allegedly orchestrating a years-long foreign malign
influence campaign that used various U.S. political groups to sow discord, spread
pro-Russian propaganda, and interfere in elections within the United States. Ionov,
working under FSB supervision and support of the Russian government, recruited political
groups within the US and exercised direction or control over them. Specifically, he provided
financial support, directed them to publish pro-Russian propaganda, coordinated and funded
direct action by these groups within the US intended to further Russian interests, and
coordinated coverage of this activity in Russian media outlets. In some cases, he funded travel
for leadership of at least one of the political groups to travel to Russia. And, early on, senior
members of these US political groups he recruited exchanged emails about the fact that Ionov
was working on behalf of the Russian government and acknowledged that he was “more than
likely” working to “utilize forces inside of the US to sow division inside the United States.” Ionov’s
relationships with these political organizations dates as far back as 2016 and likely continued
through March 2022. Ionov was ultimately charged with conspiring to have US citizens act as
illegal agents of the Russian government. If convicted,he faces a max penalty of five years in
prison. #USA #RUS #Geopolitics DOJ

Analyst Comment: While this unsealed indictment only addresses crimes committed by a
Russian spy - Ionov - it also hints at crimes likely conducted by US citizens - leaders of
the three political organizations  he recruited across the nation. These Americans
acknowledged in writing that Ionov was likely working on behalf of the Russian
government and they understood his motives to sow discord and promote Russian
propaganda. And they complied, spreading his political messages and accepting free
trips back to Russia, which we can only assume led to meetings with Russian
government officials or intelligence services.

→ Researchers and journalists recently warned that a social media network for athletes -
Strava - can help anyone identify secretive military bases and patrol routes based on its
publicly shared data. This past November, Strava announced a huge update to its global heat
map of user activity, revealing 1B activities including running and cycling routes wearing fitness
trackers. Some Strava users appear to work for certain militaries or various intelligence
agencies, given that knowledgeable security experts quickly connected the dots between user
activity and the known bases or locations of US military or intelligence operations. Certain
analysts have suggested the data could reveal individual Strava users by name. This could
assist potential adversaries in tracking patterns of life for military and intelligence operators.
#DIG #Geopolitics #SCRM Wired
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DIGITALIZATION
→ China’s antitrust watchdog standardized the process for companies to report their
merger and acquisition deals days after the country’s top leadership vowed to approve
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technology-related investment deals in a sign of easing restrictions. The State
Administration for Market Regulation (SAMR) launched on Monday, August 1, the
“Concentration of Undertakings Antimonopoly System,” an online platform for firms to disclose
merger and acquisition deals to the regulator and check their approval statuses. Beginning next
month, the new system will replace the previous submission method of email. The SAMR, which
was granted the authority to conduct antitrust reviews during a government reshuffle in 2019,
has imposed dozens of fines since late 2020 against China’s Big Tech companies – including
Tencent and Alibaba – over their failures to disclose deals from as early as a decade ago.
However, even as authorities handed out the fines, there had been no standard bureaucratic
procedure for companies to file their deals for review. The new system, based on relevant
anti-monopoly laws and regulations, is designed to provide timely feedback and legal
documents to the reporting companies, and to enhance convenience and transparency,
according to the SAMR. #DIG #CHN SCMP

→ Finland could become the first country in the EU to trial a mobile app with digital
copies of travel documents. With this new technology, passengers could send information to
border authorities before they go abroad. The European Commission is encouraging some
member states to trial digital travel documents. With the information gathered from these tests, it
could introduce the ability to cross borders with nothing but a mobile phone app across the EU.
Though it's still uncertain whether Finland's trial will move forward, the digital documentation
could first be tested on air crossings to Croatia in the spring of 2023 at the earliest. In the long
run, the objective is for people to not have to carry any documentation aside from their phones.
Travelers could simply be identified using a photo of their face when they are boarding a plane
or passing a security check. Other countries are already using similar technology. Ukraine,
Poland, and South Korea currently use digital documentation on smartphones and further pilot
projects could soon be underway in the UK and US. #DIG #USA #FIN #UKR #GBR Euronews

→ The popular metaverse platform Decentraland is launching the world’s first metaverse
ATM. Decentraland is a virtual reality platform powered by the Ethereum blockchain that
enables users to create, experience, and monetize their content and applications. According to
the developers, the ATM is intended to ease the user experience – they wanted to give users a
more seamless way to navigate web3. Banks are also getting involved in the concept of the
metaverse. J.P. Morgan launched its first metaverse lounge on Decentraland at the beginning of
2022. #DIG #FIN Indian Express

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ The Pentagon has assigned the US Space Force responsibilities as “integrator for
joint space requirements;" The branch will coordinate the resource requirements proposed by
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force, and recommend how to meet future needs. The
bulk of those needs will come from the US Army’s land forces, which are large consumers of
satellite services for global navigation and communications. Army forces are also increasingly
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requesting new space services that provide alternatives to GPS navigation and imagery from
low orbiting satellites that revisit the same spot multiple times a day. Moreover, Army leaders
revealed plans to deploy a “tactical space layer” program to address emerging needs for
satellite-based capabilities. Doug Bush, assistant secretary of the Army for acquisition, logistics,
and technology, said the Army will rely on the Space Force to help figure out a plan for how
these space services should be procured. The Space Force will have to figure out a process for
coordinating and de-conflicting space requirements from multiple services and getting them
validated through the Joint Requirements Oversight Council, a group of four-star generals who
vet military wish lists. #SAT #AER #USA Space News

→ SpaceX announced new upgrades to its Starlink 2.0 satellites that it says will reduce
interference for the global astronomical community. The upgrades address the way in which
Starlink satellites reflect sunlight as they orbit the Earth. If they are as efficient as SpaceX
claims, they will make Starlink satellites "invisible to the naked eye when at their standard
operational altitude." The news comes after concerted efforts by the global astronomical
community to fight the impact of satellite mega-constellations on their work. SpaceX has
released a public document outlining new measures it will take to reduce the internet satellite's
impact on the astronomical community. The new measures are especially important given the
context that SpaceX CEO Elon Musk recently announced the company expects "over 4,200
Starlink satellites in operation within 18 months," constituting two-thirds of all active satellites.
Roughly 2,300 Starlink satellites are currently in orbit, and SpaceX has approval for 30k more.
#SAT #USA Interesting Engineering

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ An AI tool has examined physical systems and discovered alternative physics
variables. Roboticists at Columbia University developed an AI program to review raw video
data and search for the minimal set of fundamental variables that fully describe the observed
physical dynamics of a swinging pendulum. A double pendulum can be described with exactly
four “state variables” – the angle and angular velocity of each of the two arms. After staring at
the videos for a few hours, the AI gave its answer for the number of variables in the system: 4.7.
The next challenge was to try and visualize the variables that the AI had identified. This was not
easy as the program does not describe the variables in language intuitive to humans. The
researchers did, however, correlate two of the variables to the angles of each pendulum’s arm.
Confident that the AI’s predictions of the dynamics of the system meant it found a valid set of
four variables, the team showed the AI a video of “wacky wavy inflatable arm flailing tube men”
of the show Family Guy, thrashing in front of a used car lot. A few hours of analysis returned
eight variables. Separately, a lava lamp video also gave eight variables, and a looped video of a
fireplace produced 24 variables. Such AI tools may help scientists grasp complex phenomena
beyond current theoretical understanding. #AI #USA Cosmos
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→ Researchers at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign have developed a method
to train multiple agents such as robots or drones to work together using multi-agent
reinforcement learning, a type of AI. Robots can collaborate on tasks when communication
lines are open, but the researchers wanted to train the robots in a decentralized, closed
communication environment – meaning the robots do not talk to each other. The researchers
also focused on situations where individual robots’ roles were not obvious. According to Huy
Tran, an aerospace engineer at Illinois, this scenario is harder because it's not clear what one
agent should do versus another. Tran and his collaborators used machine learning to solve the
problem by creating a utility function that tells the agent when it is doing something useful or
good for the team. They tested their algorithms using simulated games like Capture the Flag
and StarCraft, a popular computer game. According to Tran, this type of algorithm has
applications in military surveillance, robots working together in a warehouse, traffic signal
control, autonomous vehicles, and controlling an electric power grid. #AI #MFG #USA Science
Daily

→ Last week, DeepMind announced that researchers from around the world have used
AlphaFold to predict the structures of ~200M proteins from 1M species, covering almost
every protein known to human beings. The data is being made freely available on a database
set up by DeepMind and its partner, the European Molecular Biology Laboratory’s European
Bioinformatics Institute. The database works as a Google search for protein structures.
Researchers can type in a known protein and get back its predicted structure, saving them
weeks or more of work in the lab. The system is already being used to accelerate drug
discovery, in part through an Alphabet sister company called Isomorphic Laboratories, while
other researchers are tapping AlphaFold to identify enzymes that could break down plastics.
The sheer speed enabled by AlphaFold should also help cut the cost of research. Kathryn
Tunyasuvunakool, a DeepMind research scientist, told reporters that AlphaFold required only
about 10 to 20 seconds to make each protein prediction. That could be especially useful for
researchers laboring on neglected diseases like leishmaniasis and Chagas disease, which are
perennially underfunded because they mostly strike the poorer population. #AI #BIO #USA Vox

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ Reliance Group emerged as the biggest buyer in the Indian government’s first auction
of 5G spectrum, offering ~$11B over 20 years for the rights to airwaves as it seeks to cement
its leading position in the world’s second-biggest wireless market with a rapid rollout of the
technology. The acquisition by Reliance Jio Infocomm of 24,740 megahertz of airwaves across
multiple bands represented more than half of the $19B of commitments received by the
government after a week of bidding that ended Monday, August 1. India is seeking to close the
gap with other countries – including China and South Korea – that have already installed 5G,
which is far faster than the present networks and is seen as key to a new era of digitally
connected industries. New Delhi aims to complete the allocation of airwaves by mid-August,
with 5G services offered in key cities by September or October. According to Jio, it can now roll
out what it said would be the world’s most advanced platform in the shortest period, thanks to an
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already installed nationwide optical-fiber network and platform that is underpinned by the latest
technology and free of outdated legacy systems. Equipment manufacturers from China – the
world’s No.1 wireless market – are unlikely to win contracts for the rollout. Expectations about
5G’s capabilities for more connected devices, from cars to medical devices, have fueled security
concerns globally, particularly about Chinese telecom equipment firms. While India said in 2019
that it had received proposals from Huawei and ZTE to take part in early trials with Indian
telecom-service providers, authorities have informally asked operators not to pair up with the
firms. #5G #Geopolitics #IND #KOR #CHN WSJ

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ According to Robinhood on Tuesday, August 2, the company is laying off ~23 percent
of its workforce. Vlad Tenev, the chief executive of Robinhood, said in a blog post that the
layoffs would affect employees across the company, especially those in operations, marketing,
and program management roles. The announcement follows cuts in April when Robinhood laid
off 340 workers, or about 9 percent of its employees, at the time. Since then, Mr. Tenev wrote,
further worsening of the economy, including inflation and the crash of the crypto market, has
“reduced customer trading activity and assets under custody.” The layoffs come as part of a
wave of job cuts at tech companies, including some cryptocurrency firms. In June,
cryptocurrency exchanges including Coinbase and Gemini announced that they were laying off
employees. Last week, Shopify, an online marketplace, announced it was cutting 10 percent of
its 10k employees. #FIN #USA The New York Times

→ Hackers stole ~$200M in cryptocurrency from Nomad, a tool that lets users swap
tokens from one blockchain to another. Blockchain security experts described the exploit as
a “free-for-all.” Anyone with knowledge of the exploit and how it worked could withdraw tokens
from Nomad. Nomad is what’s known as a “bridge,” a tool that lets users exchange tokens and
information between different crypto networks. They’re used as an alternative to making
transactions directly on a blockchain like Ethereum, which can charge users high processing
fees. Instances of vulnerabilities and poor design have made bridges a prime target for hackers
seeking to swindle investors out of millions. More than $1B in crypto assets has been stolen
through bridge exploits so far in 2022, according to a report from crypto compliance firm Elliptic.
In April, a blockchain bridge called Ronin was exploited in a $600M crypto heist, which US
officials have since attributed to the North Korean state. Months later, Harmony, another bridge,
was drained of $100M in a similar attack. Like Ronin and Harmony, Nomad was targeted
through a flaw in its code. But with those attacks, hackers retrieved the private keys needed to
gain control over the network and start moving out tokens – Nomad’s case was much simpler. A
routine update to the bridge enabled users to forge transactions and extract millions of dollars
worth of crypto. #FIN #Cybersecurity #PRK CNBC

AEROSPACE & SPACE
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→ Three large pieces of space junk have been found in rural Australia and are suspected
to be from a SpaceX mission launched in 2020. The unidentified fallen objects were found
between July 14 and 25, scattered across the Snowy Mountains region of the state of New
South Wales. The latest piece, discovered by sheep farmer Mick Miners, stands nearly 10 feet
tall. While the formal identification process is still underway, the debris is believed to come from
SpaceX 's Crew Dragon Resilience. Though this particular debris landed in an empty field, a
recent study found there's a one in 10 chance someone will be killed by falling space debris
within the next 10 years. People in the Global South are also at higher risk than in Western and
European countries – Australia is considered part of the Global North. According to Article 7 of
the UN's Outer Space Treaty and the Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused
by Space Objects, the country from which a rocket is launched is responsible for any damage it
causes. These agreements have been ratified by both Australia and the US, meaning that the
US government may be left to clean up after SpaceX #AER #USA #AUS Mashable

→ A Chinese rocket fell back to Earth on Saturday, July 30, over the Indian Ocean;
according to NASA, Beijing had not shared the "specific trajectory information" needed
to know where possible debris might fall. US Space Command said the Long March 5B
rocket re-entered over the Indian Ocean on Saturday, but referred questions about "reentry’s
technical aspects such as potential debris dispersal impact location" to China. Social media
users in Malaysia posted a video of what appeared to be rocket debris. Aerospace Corp, a
government-funded nonprofit research center near Los Angeles, said it was reckless to allow
the rocket's entire main-core stage - which weighs 22.5 tons to return to Earth in an uncontrolled
reentry. Earlier last week, analysts said the rocket body would disintegrate as it plunged through
the atmosphere but is large enough that numerous chunks will likely survive to rain debris over
an area ~1,240 miles long by ~44 miles wide. The Chinese Embassy in Washington did not
immediately comment. China said earlier in the week it would closely track the debris but said it
posed little risk to anyone on the ground. #AER #USA #CHN Reuters

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ MIT engineers created an adhesive patch the size of a stamp that adheres to the skin
and can provide continuous ultrasound imaging of internal organs for 48 hours. The
researchers applied the stickers to volunteers and showed the devices produced live,
high-resolution images of major blood vessels and deeper organs such as the heart, lungs, and
stomach. The stickers maintained a strong adhesion and captured changes in underlying
organs as volunteers performed various activities, including sitting, standing, jogging, and
biking. According to the current design, the stickers must be connected to instruments that
convert the reflected sound waves into images. The researchers point out that the stickers, even
in their current form, could have immediate applications: For example, similar to
heart-monitoring EKG stickers, the devices could be applied to patients in the hospital and
continuously image internal organs without requiring a technician to hold a probe in place for
long periods of time. The team is working on making the stickers wireless. They are also
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working on AI-based software algorithms to better interpret and diagnose the images of the
stickers. Then, the research team envisions ultrasound stickers being packaged and purchased
by patients and consumers, and being used to monitor not only various internal organs, but also
tumor progression and fetal development in the womb.

#BIO #AI #USA Tech Xplore

GREEN TECHNOLOGY

→ EV startup Rivian is warning that planned revisions to the EV tax credit would put the
young car maker at a disadvantage to more-established competitors. The proposed
changes to the federal tax subsidy, which has been in place for years as a way to make EVs
more affordable, are part of a broader legislative package to cut carbon emissions and
healthcare costs. If it passes in its current form, the new legislation would extend the $7,500
federal tax credit for EVs but add new restrictions that Rivian said would make most of its
vehicles ineligible for the incentive program. The company, in particular, takes issue with a
planned cap that would make any electric trucks, SUVs, and vans selling for more than $80k
ineligible for the federal subsidy. It also opposes the proposed income restrictions. Buyers with
household incomes of $150k or higher – $300k for married couples – wouldn’t qualify for the
credit on new EV purchases. Rival EV startup Fisker also criticized the new qualifying
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requirements, saying they would stifle widespread EV adoption and unfairly favor a few
companies. The company is currently studying the bill and intends to work out ways for
customers to take full advantage of the existing tax credits. The car makers argue that the tax
incentives are essential for encouraging people to buy electric vehicles, which are usually more
expensive than a comparable gas-powered car or truck. Rivian is lobbying Congress to add a
two-year transition period to the new tax-credit structure. #GRN #USA WSJ

→ Researchers are proposing a portable solution that relies on retrofitted train cars that
capture and store carbon dioxide as they travel their normal routes. The concept, outlined
in a paper published in the journal Joule, could capture carbon dioxide for less than $50 a metric
ton. By comparison, the cost of direct air capture (DAC) systems today ranges from $250 to
$600 depending on the technology used, energy choice, and scale, according to the World
Resources Institute. About 20 DAC projects are in operation around the world at present. Most
use large fans to pass air over solid or liquid materials that absorb carbon dioxide. The materials
themselves are expensive, and they have to be heated to release the carbon dioxide; the heat
usually comes from burning fossil fuels. The new rail-based DAC idea eliminates most of that
energy cost by putting the entire capture system on a train car. Large vents in the retrofitted
train cars would allow air to blow over a sorbent material filled in a chamber, eliminating the
need for energy-intensive fan systems.

#GRN Spectrum.IEEE
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Rutgers engineers created a way to 3D print large and complex parts at a fraction of
the cost of current methods. They detail their work in the journal Additive Manufacturing. The
new approach, called Multiplexed Fused Filament Fabrication (MF3), uses a single gantry, the
sliding structure on a 3D printer, to print individual or multiple parts simultaneously. By
programming their prototype to move in efficient patterns, and by using a series of small nozzles
– rather than a single large nozzle, as is common in conventional printing – to deposit molten
material, the researchers increased printing resolution and size while decreasing printing time.
The 3D-printing industry has struggled with what is known as the throughput-resolution tradeoff
– the speed at which 3D printers deposit material versus the resolution of the finished product.
Larger-diameter nozzles are faster than smaller ones but generate more ridges and contours
that must be smoothed out later, adding significant post-production costs. By contrast, smaller
nozzles deposit material with greater resolution, but current methods with conventional software
are too slow to be cost-effective. Central to MF3's innovation is its software. To program a 3D
printer, engineers use a software tool called a slicer – computer code that maps an object into
the virtual "slices," or layers, that will be printed. Rutgers researchers wrote slicer software that
optimized the gantry arm's movement and determined when the nozzles should be turned on
and off to achieve the highest efficiency. #MFG #USA Tech Xplore

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ The accident involving a self-driving truck has raised safety concerns at TuSimple, a
leading developer of autonomous trucks, with TuSimple blaming the accident on human
error, analysts blaming the technology, and now regulators investigating the accident. On
April 6, an autonomous truck equipped with TuSimple technology abruptly veered left, cutting
across I-10 in Tucson, Ariz. According to independent analysts and more than a dozen former
TuSimple employees, the accident, which regulators disclosed in June after TuSimple filed a
report, underscores concerns that the autonomous-trucking company is putting public safety at
risk in a rush to deliver driverless trucks to market. TuSimple has blamed human error for the
April accident involving a driver and engineer. The June regulatory disclosure and internal
company documents reveal flaws in the company's technology, say experts. The semi-tractor
truck veered left because someone in the cab failed to reboot the autonomous driving system
before engaging it, causing it to execute an outdated command. According to an internal report,
the left-turn command had been in the system for 2 1/2 minutes, an eternity in autonomous
driving. Carnegie Mellon University researchers say blaming the accident on human error is
misleading. Researchers who have spent decades studying self-driving systems say common
safeguards could have prevented the crash. “This information shows that the testing they are
doing on public roads is highly unsafe,” said Phil Koopman, an associate professor at Carnegie
Mellon who has contributed to international safety standards for autonomous vehicles, referring
to the company’s disclosures. TuSimple said that after the accident, it modified its
autonomous-driving system so that a human can’t engage it unless the computer system is fully
functional. TuSimple was the first autonomous-trucking startup to tap the public markets, listing
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shares on the Nasdaq Composite Index in April 2021 with a valuation of $8.5B. Other rivals
soon followed suit. Some analysts worry that pressures to deliver results to investors, expecting
near-term returns, might come at the expense of public safety. #AUT #USA WSJ

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ China's semiconductor self-sufficiency drive may face another setback as the US
expands the scope of its equipment export ban to China, according to analysts. According
to a Bloomberg report, US semiconductor equipment suppliers Lam Research and KLA Corp
confirmed that the US government has been pushing for stricter export regulations to China by
covering equipment needed for manufacturing chips at 14nm and below. If confirmed, it would
be an increase from the previous ban, which covered 10nm and below, the most advanced end
of chipmaking technology. The new restrictions come as Washington presses the Dutch
government to prevent ASML from exporting less advanced deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography
systems to China, which ASML CEO Peter Wennink described on a recent earnings call as a “a
political position which we have to wait for politicians to come up with”. Revenue from mainland
China accounted for 35% of Lam Research's total revenue of $14.6B in fiscal year 2021, up
from 31% in 2020 and 22% in 2019. KLA generated 26% of its total revenue of $6.92B in 2021
from customers in mainland China, the highest share across its geographic segments and
ahead of Taiwan, South Korea, and Japan, which contributed 25%, 19%, and 9%, respectively.
In their 2021 financial reports, both companies warned about the risks of China-related business
in light of the US Entity List, which has limited their ability to provide products and services to
entities such as SMIC without an export licence. #CHP #SCRM #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #DEU
#TWN #KOR #JPN SCMP

→ Sino-US tensions and China's strict Covid-19 controls have significantly reduced the
inflow of much-needed chip talent into the country, according to a new survey. China is
facing a severe talent shortage in semiconductor design talent, despite an increasing number of
fresh graduates joining the industry, according to a survey conducted by chip IP company Arm
China and Shanghai-based firm ICWise. China will require approximately 320k chip design
professionals by 2023, but the talent pool for such professionals in 2021 was 221k. In recent
years, China's chip design firms have proliferated. According to corporate registration records,
2,810 new semiconductor design companies were established in 2021, a 26.7% increase from
2020, as Chinese businesses jumped on the bandwagon to design their own chips. The number
of chip design professionals in China increased 10.7% YoY to 221k in 2021, accounting for
roughly 33% of the country's total semiconductor talent pool. In addition to chip design, the other
two key employment sectors were packaging and manufacturing. Based on a separate survey
of 160 chip design professionals from ten firms, the survey discovered that roughly 67% earned
more than $29k per year, with 5% earning more than $147k. 75% of those polled said they
planned to change jobs. Chip design firms have a less capital-intensive business model than
capital-intensive foundries, which invest tens of billions of dollars in wafer fab equipment to
manufacture chip designs. As a result, many of the world's largest semiconductor companies
are "fabless," relying on contract foundries such as TSMC to produce their chips. According to
the Arm/ICWise survey, revenue from China's semiconductor design sector increased 19.6%
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YoY in 2021 to ~$67B, accounting for the largest share (43%) of the Chinese total
semiconductor industry by value. In comparison, revenue from the chip manufacturing sector
increased by 24.1% in 2021 to ~$47B, accounting for 30% of total revenue, while testing and
packaging accounted for 26.4%. #CHP #Geopolitics #SCRM #CHN #USA SCMP

→ On Wednesday, August 3, SK Hynix, the world's second-largest memory chip maker,
announced the development of its most advanced NAND flash chip, consisting of 238
layers of memory cells for use in PC storage devices and, later, smartphones and
servers. It is the “industry's highest” NAND flash chip, according to SK Hynix, and comes after
US rival Micron announced last week that it had begun shipping a 232-layer NAND chip.
According to SK Hynix, the new 238-layer chip is the smallest NAND flash chip in size, has a
50% increase in data transfer speed over previous generation chips, and power efficiency, as it
reduces the volume of energy consumed for data reading by 21%. The chip will go into mass
production in the first half of 2023, according to the company. SK Hynix and Solidigm, the new
name for Intel's NAND business that SK acquired, have a combined 18% share of the NAND
flash market, trailing Samsung (35.3%) and Kioxia (18.9%), according to Q1 data from
TrendForce. #CHP #KOR #USA Reuters

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ Researchers used a single core of a regular Intel Xeon CPU released in 2013 to crack
one of the four encryption algorithms recommended by the US National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) as likely to resist decryption by quantum computers.
The Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation (SIKE) algorithm was chosen as a candidate for
standardization by NIST just last month, which means it will go through an additional round of
testing before being adopted. SIKE contains a public key encryption algorithm and a key
encapsulation mechanism, both of which are instantiated with four parameter sets: SIKEp434,
SIKEp503, SIKEp610, and SIKEp751. Microsoft set up a $50k bounty for anyone who could
crack the algorithm, which was developed in collaboration with multiple universities, Amazon,
Infosec Global, and Texas Instruments. Research published by the Computer Security and
Industrial Cryptography group at KU Leuven has likely eliminated the algorithm from
consideration. The paper, An Efficient Key Recovery Attack on SIDH (Preliminary Version)
describes a technique for recovering the encryption keys protecting SIKE-protected transactions
using complex mathematics and a single conventional computer. The total duration of the
process was roughly one hour. Researchers Wouter Castryck and Thomas Decru are now
eligible for the $50k award due to their findings. The belief that locating such an isogeny was
difficult enough to provide reasonable security has been debunked by nine-year-old technology,
according to an analyst. #QNT #Cybersecurity #USA Ars Technica The Register

→ JPMorgan Chase has hired a Singapore-based quantum-computing expert to be the
bank's global head for quantum communications and cryptography. Charles Lim, an
assistant professor at the National University of Singapore, will be focused on exploring next
generation computing technology in secure communications, according to a memo from Marco
Pistoia, who runs the bank's global technology applied research group. Alphabet and IBM are
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racing to build a reliable quantum computer, and financial firms such as JPMorgan and Visa are
investigating potential applications of quantum computers. In finance, machine-learning
algorithms will improve to help fraud detection on transactions and other areas that involve
“prohibitive complexity,” including portfolio optimization and options pricing, according to Pistoia.
Before quantum supremacy, or the point at which quantum computers can perform calculations
beyond the scope of traditional computers in any reasonable time frame, new forms of
cryptography and secure messaging are required. “Even now that quantum computers are not
yet that powerful, we don’t have so much time left,” Pistoia stated. That’s because threat actors
are already preserving private communications to attempt to decrypt it later when the
technology allows for it, he added. Lim will “pursue both foundational and applied research in
quantum information, focusing on innovative digital solutions that will enhance the security,
efficiency, and robustness of financial and banking services,” according to the memo. Last year,
Lim was asked to lead his country’s effort to create quantum-resistant digital solutions, and he
has been involved in international efforts to standardize quantum-security techniques, Pistoia
added. #QNT #Cybersecurity #FIN #AI #USA #SGP CNBC The Quantum Insider

GEOPOLITICS
→ Rising tensions between China and the US over Taiwan highlight the world's
precarious reliance on the island's cutting-edge semiconductor industry. TSMC
manufactures the vast majority of the world's most sophisticated chips, which are used in
billions of electronic devices such as smartphones, personal computers, and automobiles. In an
undated interview aired this week on CNN, TSMC Chairman Mark Liu warned that a conflict
over Taiwan would harm the chipmaker. He claimed that military force or invasion would render
TSMC factories inoperable. The world's largest contract chipmaker raised its full-year revenue
forecast last month, citing strong demand for chips used in products such as high-performance
computers — against the industrial tide of a slowing chip boom. TSMC, which is building a new
plant in Arizona, is also expected to be a major beneficiary of the recent $280B bill passed by
US lawmakers, which includes incentives for chipmakers to build facilities in the US as part of
an effort to boost American semiconductor manufacturing and competitiveness with China.
TSMC shares fell 2.38% on Tuesday, outperforming Taiwan's stock benchmark, the Taiex, which
fell 1.6% as part of a global stock selloff ahead of Mrs. Pelosi's planned visit. Some business
leaders expressed concern about the rising tensions on Tuesday. Cheng Yi Lai, the founder of a
Taiwanese real-estate developer who has advocated for closer economic ties with China,
criticized Mrs. Pelosi's decision to make the trip, saying it risks pushing Taiwan to the front lines
of the rivalry between the superpowers. #Geopolitics #USA #TWN #CHN WSJ

CYBERSECURITY
→ Cyberattacks on Taiwanese government websites ahead of US House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi's arrival in Tapei on Tuesday, August 2 were likely carried out by Chinese activist
hackers rather than the Chinese government, according to a cybersecurity research
organization. The presidential office's website was targeted by a distributed denial of service
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(DDoS) attack on Tuesday and was briefly down, according to a statement from the office.
access to the website was restored within about 20 minutes of the attack. A spokesperson later
added that Taiwanese government agencies were monitoring the situation in the face of
"information warfare." Additionally, a government portal website and Taiwan's foreign ministry
website were also temporarily unavailable. In a statement, the foreign ministry said both
websites had been hit with up to 8.5M traffic requests a minute from a "large number of IPs from
China, Russia and other places." "These are uncoordinated, random, moral-less attacks against
websites that Chinese hacktivists use to get their message across," said Johannes Ullrich, Dean
of Research at the SANS Technology Institute, a cybersecurity education and research
organization. Hundreds of thousands of IP addresses associated with devices registered in
Chinese commercial internet space were responsible for the disruptive digital campaign,
according to Ullrich. A similar cohort of Chinese IP addresses had been scanning the internet
for low level, easily exploitable vulnerabilities since last week, and did not match the usual
activity carried out by Chinese government hackers, he added. #Cybersecurity #USA #TWN
#CHN #RUS Reuters

→ On Tuesday, August 2, Spain's leading scientific research organization was targeted
by a cyberattack that national authorities suspect originated in Russia, according to the
country’s science ministry. The Spanish National Research Council was targeted by a
ransomware attack on July 16-17, according to Spain's science ministry. According to
preliminary analysis by Spain's cybersecurity authorities, no sensitive or confidential information
appears to have been extracted. The ministry stated that the cyberattack was similar to those
carried out against NASA in the US and the Max Planck Institute in Germany. Even though the
attack appears to have failed, the security protocols activated to ensure its failure have taken
several of the council's research centers offline. #Cybersecurity #ESP #RUS #USA #DEU The
Washington Post

→ North Koreans are plagiarizing online resumes and pretending to be from other
countries in order to get remote work at cryptocurrency firms to aid illicit money-raising
efforts for the government, according to cybersecurity researchers, following a US warning on
a similar scheme in May. The scammers take details they find on legitimate profiles on LinkedIn
and Indeed for their resumes to get work at US cryptocurrency firms, according to security
researchers at Mandiant. The evidence discovered backs up the US government's warnings
issued in May. The US has warned that North Korean IT workers are attempting to find
freelance work abroad while posing as non-North Korean nationals, in part to fund government
weapons development programs. The North Korean IT workers were primarily located in China
and Russia, with a smaller number in Africa and Southeast Asia. They also targeted freelance
contracts in wealthier nations, including in North America and Europe, and in many cases,
presented themselves as being South Korean, Japanese or even US-based teleworkers,
according to the US warning. North Korean threat actors can gather intelligence about
upcoming cryptocurrency trends by collecting information from crypto companies, according to
the researchers. Such information about Ethereum virtual currency, NFTs, and potential security
flaws could give the North Korean government an advantage in how to launder cryptocurrency
in a way that allows Pyongyang to avoid sanctions, according to an analyst. In addition, North
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Korean users, claiming to have programming skills, have posed questions on GitHub, where
software developers publicly discuss their findings, about larger trends in the cryptocurrency
world. In a related tactic, suspected North Korean hackers have replicated Indeed.com and
used it to gather information on website visitors, according to Google. By setting up websites
that appear to be real, spies can dupe job-seekers into sending their resume, thus beginning a
conversation that could enable hackers to breach their machine or steal their data, according
Ryan Kalember, EVP at Proofpoint. #Cybersecurity #FIN #DIG #PRK #USA #EUR #RUS #CHN
#KOR #JPN Bloomberg

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ The US Congress passed a historic $52B federal program to boost domestic
chipmaking capabilities, but it came with a significant caveat: companies receiving
funding must promise not to increase their production of advanced chips in China. The
restrictions will affect companies such as Intel and TSMC, two leading chipmakers that have
attempted to establish themselves in China. TSMC will be unable to significantly upgrade or
expand its existing facilities, effectively losing some opportunities for growth in the world's
largest semiconductor market. For example, the Chips and Science Act prohibits companies
receiving federal funding from materially expanding production of chips more advanced than
28nm in China – or a country of concern such as Russia – for a period of 10 years. While 28nm
chips are several generations behind the most cutting-edge semiconductors available today,
they are still used in a variety of products such as automobiles and smartphones. The
prohibition applies to both logic and memory chips. An exception can be made if the chipmakers
in question are increasing production of 28nm semiconductors or older generations primarily for
the Chinese market or the foreign country of concern involved. A large portion of the federal
grant is expected to go to Intel, TSMC, and Samsung, all of which are currently investing tens of
billions of dollars in new chip fabrication facilities in the US. Only TSMC, one of the potential
recipients of the federal grant, is currently manufacturing relatively advanced chips in China. Its
Nanjing facility manufactures 28nm and more advanced 16nm chips, roughly the equivalent of
SMIC's most sophisticated product. #SCRM #CHP #Geopolitics #USA #CHN #TWN #RUS
#KOR Bloomberg
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